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and preserved those cinders as carefully as though they had been
precious gems. I found the debris of burned wagons—fire-rusted
bolts, bits of hickory spokes. I uncovered an old meerschaum pipe
and some ox-shoes, the hoofs long since ea1 ten by the rats and coyotes.
One of these shoes I carried in my pkne when I flew across
Antarctica in 1935.
When recently Death Valley was created a National Park, its
administration had the consummate gall to hint to me that I ought
to give my Manly and Jayhawker relics to the museum they had
started at Furnace Creek Inn. I told them to go to a hotter pkce
than Death Valley. Those relics had been there all the time. The
very people administering the new park had seen them, but had
never thought of buying them from the shivery man. Besides, I
resented turning Death Valley into a tin-can paradise.
But this is digressive, since I had another purpose in mentioning
Death Valley in this chapter. Once in my wanderings out of
Furnace Creek Inn I took the trail to Marble Canyon, three miles
away. By long practice I had trained my eye to pick out fossil algae,
though I never expected to find any in the desert. Yet as I walked
up Marble Canyon I saw ripple-marks in the sandstone of one of the
canyon walls about thirty feet up. I climbed to them, and to my
amazement found a great bed of fossil algae, the first ever dis-
covered in Death Valley. Most of these I kept for my private collec-
tion, but a few I sent to Dr. David White, who, before his death,
pronounced them to be pre-Cambrian specimens identical with those
found at the bottom of the Grand Canyon.
But I found something else with them: fossil raindrops—by which
I mean the petrified imprint of raindrops in Proterozoic mud. Be-
fore ever a tree or a shrub or even a blade of grass grew from the
soil anywhere on earth, when only the algae were floating their
green scum on the lagoons of the planet, this shower had fallen.
The shallow seas were drying away, exposing beds of soft plastic
clay. A tropical spate had splashed down, and some miracle of
nature had caught its matrix and preserved it for ever in stone. Now,
five or six hundred million years later, in a region where only an
inch of moisture falls in a year, I was marvelling at the impression
of those great drops.
Never had I been so filled with awe in the presence of eternal

